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TITLE OF THE INVENTION

EXTERNAL, DIVORCED PDC BEARING ASSEMBLI ES FOR HYBRID DRILL BITS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application is claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/243,048, filed September 16, 2009, the contents of

which is incorporated herein by reference.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR

DEVELOPMENT

Not applicable.

REFERENCE TO APPENDIX

Not applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention. The inventions disclosed and taught herein relate

generally to drill bits for use in drilling operations in subterranean formations.

More particularly, the disclosure relates to hybrid drill bits, and apparatus and

methods for increasing the strength and extending the wear life of the support

surfaces and bearing elements in such drill bits.

Description of the Related Art.

Drill bits are frequently used in the oil and gas exploration and the recovery

industry to drill well bores (also referred to as "boreholes") in subterranean

earth formations. There are two common classifications of drill bits used in

drilling well bores that are known in the art as "fixed blade" drill bits and "roller

cone" drill bits. Fixed blade drill bits include polycrystalline diamond compact

(PDC) and other drag-type drill bits. These drill bits typically include a bit

body having an externally threaded connection at one end for connection to a

drill string, and a plurality of cutting blades extending from the opposite end of

the bit body. The cutting blades form the cutting surface of the drill bit. Often,



a plurality of cutting elements, such as PDC cutters or other materials, which

are hard and strong enough to deform and/or cut through earth formations,

are attached to or inserted into the blades of the bit, extending from the bit

and forming the cutting profile of the bit. This plurality of cutting elements is

used to cut through the subterranean formation during drilling operations

when the drill bit is rotated by a motor or other rotational input device.

The other type of earth boring drill bit, referred to as a roller cone bit,

developed out of the fishtail bit in the early 1900's as a durable tool for drilling

hard and abrasive formations. The roller cone type of drill bit typically

includes a bit body with an externally threaded connection at one end, and a

plurality of roller cones (typically three) attached at an offset angle to the other

end of the drill bit. These roller cones are able to rotate about bearings, and

rotate individually with respect to the bit body.

More recently, a new type of earth boring drill bit that has made a presence in

the drilling arena is the so-called "hybrid" drill bit, which combines both fixed

cutting blades and rolling cones on its working face. The hybrid drill bit is

designed to overcome some of the limiting phenomena of roller cone and

fixed-cutter PDC bits alone, such as balling, reducing drilling efficiency,

tracking, and wear problems. While PDC bits have replaced roller cone bits in

all but some applications for which the roller cone bits are uniquely suited,

such as hard, abrasive, and interbedded formations, complex directional

drilling applications, and applications involving high torque requirements, it is

in these applications where the hybrid bit can substantially enhance the

performance of a roller cone bit with a lower level of harmful dynamics

compared to a conventional PDC bit. Some of these hybrid drill bits have

been described, for instance, in U.S. Patent Publication Nos. 2008/0264695

and 2009/0126998, and in lADC/SPE Paper No. 128741 ("Hybrid Bits Offer

Distinct Advantages in Selected Roller Cone and PDC Bit Applications," R.

Pessier and M . Damschen, 2010).



Regardless of the type of drill bit used, earth boring drilling operations occur

under harsh and brutal conditions, often in the presence of extreme

pressures, temperatures, and sometimes even hostile chemical environments.

Further, the bits are subjected to extremely demanding mechanical stress

during operation, such as high-impact forces, high loads on the drill bit

associated with faster rotation speeds and increased penetration rates, and

the like. Of the numerous components of the drill bits that suffer under these

conditions, particularly in the case of bits having one or more roller cone type

bits, the bearings in the drill bit can be particularly vulnerable, with their failure

resulting in bit malfunction and premature bit removal from the well bore,

which in turn results in lost time and drilling progress. Consequently, much

effort has been devoted over the years to improving the wear, impact

resistance, and load capacity of bearings and bearing assemblies for use in

earth-boring drill bits.

For example, U.S. Patent No. 4,260,203 describes a rotary rock bit is

disclosed having bearing surfaces utilized therein which have extremely long

wear resistant properties. The rock bit comprises a plurality of legs extending

downwardly from a main bit body. A cone cutter is rotatively mounted on a

journal formed on each leg. One or more of the inter-engaging bearing

surfaces between the cone and the journal includes a layer of diamond

material mounted on a substrate of carbide. In one embodiment, the bearing

material forms the thrust button adjacent the spindle located at the end of the

journal. In another embodiment, the bearing material is located on the inter-

engaging axial faces of the journal and cone. In still another embodiment, the

bearing material is a segmented cylindrical bearing located in a

circumferential groove formed in the journal.

In U.S. Patent No. 4,729,440 to Hall, an earth boring apparatus is disclosed,

the apparatus having bearing members comprised of transition layer

polycrystalline diamond. The transition layer polycrystalline diamond bearings

include a polycrystalline diamond layer interfaced with a composite transition

layer comprising a mixture of diamond crystals and precemented carbide



pieces subjected to high temperature/high pressure conditions so as to form

polycrystalline diamond material bonded to the precemented carbide pieces.

The polycrystalline diamond layer acts as the bearing surface. The transition

layer bearings are preferably supported by a cemented tungsten carbide

substrate interfaced with the transition layer.

In U.S. Patent No. 4,802,539, also to Hall, a roller cone rock bit is disclosed

with an "improved bearing system." The improvement reportedly comprises a

main journal bearing which is substantially frustoconically (or cone) shaped

and a main roller cone bearing which is reverse-shaped so as to be able to

mate with the journal bearing. The journal and roller cone bearings comprise

polycrystalline diamond. The invention also describes a member for retaining

the roller cone on the journal, as appropriate.

Despite these proposed approaches, they often have suffered from material

deficiencies, machining difficulties, or the like, leaving the need for improved

bearing systems for use with roller cone drill bits. The inventions disclosed

and taught herein are directed to drill bits, including but not limited to hybrid-

type drill bits, having an improved bearing system for use with the roller cones

on the drill bit.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Described herein are improved bearing assemblies for use with earth boring

drill bits having at least one roller cone, in particular for use with hybrid drill

bits comprising both fixed cutting means and rotary cutting means. In

accordance with several of the aspects of the disclosure, the improved

bearing assemblies include divorced bearing assemblies that are attachable

to the bit leg spindle and which are more readily replaceable after wear than

current bearing designs.

In accordance with a first aspect of the present disclosure, a drill bit is

described, the drill bit comprising a bit body having an axis, an axial center,

and at least one fixed blade extending in the axial direction downwardly from



the bit body; at least one rolling cutter mounted to the bit body; at least one

rolling-cutter cutting element arranged on the rolling cutter and radially spaced

apart from the axial center; a plurality of fixed cutting elements arranged on

the fixed blades and at least one of the fixed cutting elements is located near

an axial center of the bit body and adapted to cut formation at the axial center;

and a bearing assembly as described and shown in detail herein. In further

accordance with this aspect of the disclosure, the bearing assembly may

comprise a plurality of PDC bearing elements.

In accordance with a further aspect of the present disclosure, a hybrid drill bit

for use in drilling through subterranean formations is described, the hybrid drill

bit comprising a shank disposed about a longitudinal centerline and adapted

to be coupled to a drilling string; at least one fixed blade extending from the

shank, the fixed blade comprising at least one cutting element extending from

a surface of the fixed blade; a bearing assembly as described herein; and at

least two rolling cutter legs extending downwardly from the shank, the legs

comprising a cantilevered bearing shaft extending inwardly and downwardly

and having an axis of rotation, the spindle comprising: at least two rolling

cutters mounted for rotation on the bearing shaft, adapted to rotate about the

axis of rotation on the journal and pilot pin, the rolling cutters comprising a

plurality of cutting elements extending from an external surface of the rolling

cutter. In further accordance with this aspect of the present disclosure, the

bearing assembly may include a plurality of PDC bearing elements affixed to

sleeves circumscribing the journal and pilot pins.

In yet further aspects of the present disclosure, a method of drilling a

subterranean formation is described wherein the method comprises rotating a

drill bit against a formation under applied weight on bit; drilling a central cone

region and a gage region of a borehole using only fixed cutting elements; and,

drilling another portion of the borehole extending radially between the cone

region and the gage portion using both fixed and movable cutting elements,

wherein the drill bit is a rolling cone or hybrid drill bit as described herein



having a bearing assembly which includes a plurality of PDC, shaped bearing

elements on at least a portion of at least one of the spindle sections of the drill

bit.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

The following figures form part of the present specification and are included to

further demonstrate certain aspects of the present invention. The invention

may be better understood by reference to one or more of these figures in

combination with the detailed description of specific embodiments presented

herein.

FIG. 1 illustrates a perspective view of an exemplary hybrid drill bit in

accordance with the present disclosure.

FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary side view of the hybrid drill bit of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary bottom view of the hybrid drill bit of FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 illustrates a detailed side view of downwardly extending leg of the

exemplary hybrid drill bit of FIG. 1 with the rolling cutter cone removed,

illustrating an embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 5 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a section of the hybrid drill bit of

FIG. 1, illustrating an embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 6 illustrates a perspective view of a bearing pin in accordance with

aspects of the present disclosure, showing PDC bearing elements associated

with the bearing pin assembly.

FIG. 7 illustrates a rear perspective view of a hybrid bit cone assembly in

accordance with aspects of the present disclosure.



FIG. 8 illustrates an isometric, exploded view of a divorced bearing assembly

in accordance with aspects of the present disclosure.

FIG. 9 illustrates a cross-sectional view of the embodiment illustrated

generally in FIG. 8 , in connection with the bit leg head and a hybrid rolling

cutter.

While the inventions disclosed herein are susceptible to various modifications

and alternative forms, only a few specific embodiments have been shown by

way of example in the drawings and are described in detail below. The

figures and detailed descriptions of these specific embodiments are not

intended to limit the breadth or scope of the inventive concepts or the

appended claims in any manner. Rather, the figures and detailed written

descriptions are provided to illustrate the inventive concepts to a person of

ordinary skill in the art and to enable such person to make and use the

inventive concepts.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions are provided in order to aid those skilled in the art in

understanding the detailed description of the present invention.

The term "cone assembly" as used herein includes various types and shapes

of roller cone assemblies and cutter cone assemblies rotatably mounted to a

support arm. Cone assemblies may also be referred to equivalently as "roller

cones" or "cutter cones." Cone assemblies may have a generally conical

exterior shape or may have a more rounded exterior shape. Cone assemblies

associated with roller cone drill bits generally point inwards towards each

other or at least in the direction of the axial center of the drill bit. For some

applications, such as roller cone drill bits having only one cone assembly, the

cone assembly may have an exterior shape approaching a generally spherical

configuration.



The term "cutting element" as used herein includes various types of

compacts, inserts, milled teeth and welded compacts suitable for use with

roller cone drill bits. The terms "cutting structure" and "cutting structures" may

equivalently be used in this application to include various combinations and

arrangements of cutting elements formed on or attached to one or more cone

assemblies of a roller cone drill bit.

The term "bearing structure", as used herein, includes any suitable bearing,

bearing system and/or supporting structure satisfactory for rotatably mounting

a cone assembly on a support arm. For example, a "bearing structure" may

include inner and outer races and bushing elements to form a journal bearing,

a roller bearing (including, but not limited to a roller-ball-roller-roller bearing, a

roller-ball-roller bearing, and a roller-ball-friction bearing) or a wide variety of

solid bearings. Additionally, a bearing structure may include interface

elements such a bushings, rollers, balls, and areas of hardened materials

used for rotatably mounting a cone assembly with a support arm.

The term "spindle" as used in this application includes any suitable journal,

shaft, bearing pin, structure or combination of structures suitable for use in

rotatably mounting a cone assembly on a support arm. In accordance with

the instant disclosure, one or more bearing structures may be disposed

between adjacent portions of a cone assembly and a spindle to allow rotation

of the cone assembly relative to the spindle and associated support arm.

The term "fluid seal" may be used in this application to include any type of

seal, seal ring, backup ring, elastomeric seal, seal assembly or any other

component satisfactory for forming a fluid barrier between adjacent portions of

a cone assembly and an associated spindle. Examples of fluid seals typically

associated with roller cone drill bits and suitable for use with the inventive

aspects described herein include, but are not limited to, O-rings, packing

rings, and metal-to-metal seals.



The term "roller cone drill bit" may be used in this application to describe any

type of drill bit having at least one support arm with a cone assembly rotatably

mounted thereon. Roller cone drill bits may sometimes be described as

"rotary cone drill bits," "cutter cone drill bits" or "rotary rock bits". Roller cone

drill bits often include a bit body with three support arms extending therefrom

and a respective cone assembly rotatably mounted on each support arm.

Such drill bits may also be described as "tri-cone drill bits". However,

teachings of the present disclosure may be satisfactorily used with drill bits,

including but not limited to hybrid drill bits, having one support arm, two

support arms or any other number of support arms and associated cone

assemblies.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The Figures described above and the written description of specific structures

and functions below are not presented to limit the scope of what Applicants

have invented or the scope of the appended claims. Rather, the Figures and

written description are provided to teach any person skilled in the art to make

and use the inventions for which patent protection is sought. Those skilled in

the art will appreciate that not all features of a commercial embodiment of the

inventions are described or shown for the sake of clarity and understanding.

Persons of skill in this art will also appreciate that the development of an

actual commercial embodiment incorporating aspects of the present invention

will require numerous implementation-specific decisions to achieve the

developer's ultimate goal for the commercial embodiment. Such

implementation-specific decisions may include, and likely are not limited to,

compliance with system-related, business-related, government-related and

other constraints, which may vary by specific implementation, location and

from time to time. While a developer's efforts might be complex and time-

consuming in an absolute sense, such efforts would be, nevertheless, a

routine undertaking for those of skill in this art having benefit of this

disclosure. It must be understood that the inventions disclosed and taught

herein are susceptible to numerous and various modifications and alternative



forms. Lastly, the use of a singular term, such as, but not limited to, "a," is not

intended as limiting of the number of items. Also, the use of relational terms,

such as, but not limited to, "top," "bottom," "left," "right," "upper," "lower,"

"down," "up," "side," and the like are used in the written description for clarity

in specific reference to the Figures and are not intended to limit the scope of

the invention or the appended claims. The terms "couple," "coupled,"

"coupling," "coupler," and like terms are used broadly herein and may include

any method or device for securing, binding, bonding, fastening, attaching,

joining, inserting therein, forming thereon or therein, communicating, or

otherwise associating, for example, mechanically, magnetically, electrically,

chemically, directly or indirectly with intermediate elements, one or more

pieces of members together and may further include without limitation

integrally forming one functional member with another in a unity fashion. The

coupling may occur in any direction, including rotationally.

Applicants have created an improved drill bits, including hybrid drill bits and

their associated bearing elements within the body of the associated rolling

cutters, where the drill bit, particularly the hybrid drill bit includes at least one,

and typically at least two rolling cutters, each rotatable around separate

spindles on the bit, and at least one fixed cutting blade. These bits include

bearing members that further include a plurality of polycrystalline diamond

elements, such as spindles that further include a PDC bearing or bearing

sleeve assembly, which may be an external divorced bearing as appropriate.

Turning now to the figures in detail, FIG. 1 is an illustration of a perspective

view of an exemplary hybrid drill bit 20 in accordance with the present

disclosure. FIG. 2 illustrates a side-view of bit of FIG. 1, while FIG. 3

illustrates a bottom view of the exemplary hybrid type drill bit of FIG. 1. These

figures will be described in conjunction with each other.

Hybrid earth-boring drill bit 20 has a bit body 28 intermediate between an

upper end 18 and a spaced apart, opposite working end 16. The body of the

bit also comprises one or more (two are shown) bit legs 30 extending in the

axial direction towards working end 16, and comprising what is sometimes



referred to as the 'shirt-tail region' 50 depending axially downward toward the

working end of the bit. First and second and cutter cones 32a, 32b

(respectively) are rotatably mounted to each of the bit legs 30, in accordance

with methods of the present disclosure as will be detailed herein. Bit body 28

also includes a plurality (e.g., two or more) fixed cutting blades 40 extending

axially downward toward the working end 16 of bit 20. As also shown in FIG.

1, the working end of drill bit 20 is mounted on a drill bit shank 24 which

provides a threaded connection 22 at its upper end 18 for connection to a drill

string, drill motor or other bottom hole assembly in a manner well known to

those in the drilling industry. The drill bit shank 24 also provides a longitudinal

passage within the bit (not shown) to allow fluid communication of drilling fluid

through jetting passages and through standard jetting nozzles (not shown) to

be discharged or jetted against the well bore and bore face through nozzle

ports 3 1 adjacent the drill bit cutter body 28 during bit operation. A lubricant

reservoir supplies lubricant to the bearing spaces of each of the cones 32,

and a pressure compensator acts to equalize the lubricant pressure with the

borehole fluid pressure on the exterior

The drill bit shank 24 also provides a bit breaker slot 26, a groove formed on

opposing lateral sides of the bit shank 24 to provide cooperating surfaces for

a bit breaker slot in a manner well known in the industry to permit

engagement and disengagement of the drill bit with the drill string (DS)

assembly.

FIG. 2 illustrates a side view of the hybrid drill bit 20 of FIG. 1, taken along line

2—2 . Hybrid drill bit 20 has a longitudinal centerline 12 that defines an axial

center of the hybrid drill bit. A shank 24 is formed on one end of the hybrid

drill bit and is designed to be coupled to a drill string of tubular material (not

shown) with threads according to standards promulgated for example by the

American Petroleum Institute (API). As referenced above, bit 20 also includes

at least one fixed blade 40 that extends downwardly from the shank 54

relative to a general orientation of the bit inside a borehole. As shown in the



figure, the fixed blades may optionally include stabilization, or gauge pads 42,

which in turn may optionally include a plurality of cutting elements 44, typically

referred to as gauge cutters. A plurality of fixed blade cutting elements 46 are

arranged and secured to a surface 43 on each of the fixed blades 40, such as

at the leading edges of the hybrid drill bit relative to the direction of rotation.

Generally, the fixed blade cutting elements 46 comprise a polycrystalline

diamond compact (PDC) layer or table on a rotationally leading face of a

supporting substrate, such as tungsten carbide or the like, the diamond layer

or table providing a cutting face having a cutting edge at a periphery thereof

for engaging the formation. This combination of PDC and substrate form the

PDC-type cutting elements, which are in turn attached or bonded to cutters,

such as cylindrical and stud-type cutters, which are then attached to the

external surface of the bit. Fixed-blade cutting elements 46 may be brazed or

otherwise secured by way of suitable attachment means in recesses or

"pockets" on each fixed blade 40 so that their peripheral or cutting edges on

cutting faces are presented to the formation. The term PDC as used herein is

used broadly herein and is meant to include other materials, such as thermally

stable polycrystalline diamond (TSP) wafers or tables mounted on tungsten

carbide or similar substrates, and other, similar super-abrasive or super-hard

materials, including but not limited to cubic boron nitride and diamond-like

carbon.

The hybrid drill bit 20 further preferably includes at least two, more preferably

three (although more or less may be used, equivalently and as appropriate)

rolling cutter legs 30 and rolling cutters 32 coupled to such legs at the distal

end, sometimes referred to as the 'shirt-tail' region 50, of the rolling cutter leg

30. The rolling cutter legs 30 extend downwardly from the shank 24 relative

to a general orientation of the bit inside a borehole. Each of the rolling cutter

legs 30 include a spindle 52 at the legs' distal end, 50. The spindle 52 has an

axis of rotation 47 about which the spindle is generally symmetrically formed

and the rolling cutter rotates, as described below. The axis of rotation 47 is

generally disposed at a pin angle "a" ranging from about 33 degrees to about



39 degrees from a horizontal plane "h" that is perpendicular to the longitudinal

centerline 12 of bit 20 and intersects a base of the spindle, that is, the region

of the junction between the spindle 52 and the roller cone leg 30, generally

located proximate to the intersection of the rear face of the roller cone and the

spindle axis of rotation. In at least one embodiment of the present disclosure,

the axis of rotation 47 can intersect the longitudinal centerline 12. In other

embodiments, the axis of rotation can be skewed to the side of the

longitudinal centerline to create a sliding effect on the cutting elements as the

rolling cutter rotates around the axis of rotation. However, other angles and

orientations can be used including a pin angle pointing away from the

longitudinal centerline.

A rolling cutter 32 is generally coupled to each spindle 52, as will be described

in more detail below. The hybrid rolling cutter 32 shown in the figures, and as

seen most clearly in FIG. 3 , generally has an end 33 that in some

embodiments can be truncated or frustoconical, compared to a typical roller

cone bit. The rolling cutter 32, regardless of shape, is adapted to rotate

around the spindle 52 assembly (shown more clearly in FIG. 5) when the

hybrid drill bit 20 is being rotated by the drill string through the shank 54.

Generally, the rolling cutter 32 includes a plurality of cutting elements 34a,

34b, 34c, and/or 34d attached to or engage in the exterior surface 38 of the

rolling cutter 32, and may optionally also include one or more grooves 36 to

assist in cone efficiency during operation. In accordance with aspects of the

present disclosure, while the cutting elements 34 may be randomly placed or

specifically spaced about the exterior surface 38 of the cutter 32, in

accordance with one aspect, at least some of the cutting elements, 34a, 34b

are generally arranged on the exterior surface of rolling cutter 32 in a

circumferential row thereabout, while others, such as cutting elements 34d on

the heel region of the cutter, may be randomly placed. A minimal distance

between the cutting elements will vary according to the application, cutting

element size, and bit size, and may vary from rolling cutter to rolling cutter,

and/or cutting element to cutting element. The cutting elements can include,

but are not limited to, tungsten carbide inserts, secured by interference fit into



bores in the surface of the rolling cutter, milled- or steel-tooth cutting elements

integrally formed with and protruding outwardly from the external surface 38 of

the rolling cutter and which may be hard-faced or not, and other types of

cutting elements. The cutting elements may also be formed of, or coated

with, super-abrasive or super-hard materials such as polycrystalline diamond,

cubic boron nitride, and the like. The cutting elements may be chisel-shaped

as shown, conical, round / hemispherical, or ovoid, or other shapes and

combinations of shapes depending upon the application.

FIG. 3 illustrates a bottom view of the working face 16 of the exemplary hybrid

bit of FIG. 1, showing the spatial relationship of the rolling cutters 32 to the

fixed cutting blades 40 and the cutting elements 46 mounted thereon. In the

hybrid drill bit, the cutting elements 46 of the fixed blade 40 and the cutting

elements 34a-d of the rolling cutter 32 combine to define a congruent cutting

face in the leading portions of the hybrid drill bit profile. The cutting elements

34 of the rolling cutter 32 crush and pre- or partially-fracture subterranean

materials in a formation in the highly stressed leading portions during drilling

operations, thereby easing the burden on the cutting elements 46 of the fixed

blade 40.

Other features of the hybrid drill bit such as back up cutters, wear resistant

surfaces, nozzles 3 1 that are used to direct drilling fluids, junk slots that

provide a clearance for cuttings and drilling fluid, and other generally accepted

features of a drill bit are deemed within the knowledge of those with ordinary

skill in the art and do not need further description.

Having described the general aspects of the hybrid drill bit, the focus returns

to the spindle with the journal, pilot pin, and shoulder, and the associated

bearing means intermediate between the cone and the spindle assembly to

reduce the force of friction and thrust as the cone rotates. The journal, pilot

pin, and shoulder are stressed in radial and thrust loading when the hybrid

drill bit is used to drill the subterranean formations, and the bearings must be

able to withstand the high temperatures that the friction of cone rotation



produces without spalling (the flaking off of metal from the bearing surface). It

is important to provide a bearing assembly for use with a rotating cone on the

drill bit, wherein the bearing assembly has a life that is not premature in

relation to the cutting elements on the cone. The bearing assemblies

described herein advantageously address these points by exhibiting good

wear properties and increased operating life of the cutting structures.

FIG. 4 illustrates a fragmentary sectional view of one of the roller cone legs of

hybrid drill bit 20. FIG. 5 illustrates cross-sectional view of an exemplary roller

cone leg, spindle assembly, rolling cone, and a bearing assembly of the

present disclosure. FIG. 6 illustrates a perspective view of a bearing pin in

accordance with aspects of the present disclosure, showing PDC-type bearing

elements associated with the bearing pin assembly. FIG. 7 illustrates a rear

perspective view of a hybrid bit cone assembly and associated bearing

assemblies in accordance with aspects of the present disclosure. These

figures will be described in more detail in conjunction with each other.

Referring now to FIG. 4 , one downwardly-extending leg 30 of the hybrid drill

bit 20 is shown. The spindle assembly 52 generally forms two portions—a

journal pin 56 disposed at the base of the spindle and extending outwardly in

the direction of the axis of rotation 47, and a pilot pin 64 adjacent the nose

end of journal pin 56 and also extending axially along the axis of rotation 47.

A shoulder region 72 is established as a result of the different diameters

between the journal pin 56 and the pilot pin 70. The journal, pilot pin, and

shoulder support a rolling cutter 32 rotatably disposed about the journal and

pilot pin. The hybrid cone cutter 32 is rotatively mounted on spindle assembly

52 extending out of the distal end of leg 50. The journal 56 includes a ball

race 58 which registers with a ball race 60 formed in the cutter 32 for

receiving a plurality of ball bearings 62 or equivalent retaining means, such as

an annular retaining ring. Besides functioning as a bearing structure, the ball

bearings 62 (or equivalent retaining means) also function as a means for

retaining the cone 32 on the journal pin 56. While not shown in the figure, one



or more retaining flanges may be included in the assembly in order to retain

the bearing means in place.

The journal pin 56 also includes a pilot pin 64 formed on the outer extremity of

the nose end thereof. The pilot pin includes an axial face 70 and a cylindrical

face 68. These pilot pin faces 68 and 70 are adapted to engage the opposed

axial and cylindrical faces 67 and 69, respectively, of the cutter 32. In

accordance with non-limiting aspects of the present disclosure, a quantity of

hardfacing material may be applied to either of the cylindrical surfaces of

either the pilot and/or journal pins and/or the cylindrical surfaces on interior

regions of the cutter, as may be appropriate.

The journal pin 56 further includes an axial face 72' and a cylindrical face 74

which are adapted to oppose and engage a corresponding axial face 73 and a

cylindrical face 75 formed in the cone 32. The above-mentioned inter-

engaging axial and cylindrical surfaces of the journal pin 56 and cutter cone

32 form the bearing surfaces for the friction bearing assemblies of the present

disclosure.

As is shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 , a lubricant passageway 49 is typically

formed in the leg assembly and communicates with a lubricant reservoir (not

shown) formed in the upper part of the leg. Although not shown in full detail,

the lubricant passageway 49 extends downwardly into the journal pin 56 to

communicate with the bearing areas between the interior of cutter cone 32

and journal 56. An elastomeric (or equivalent) annular seal 90 may be

provided with a channel 57 formed at the base of the cutter cone 32 to prevent

the lubricant from passing from the bearing area to the exterior of the rotary

rock bit. The seal 90 also functions to prevent drilling fluid or debris from

entering from the bit exterior into the bearing area of each leg assembly.

Turning now to FIG. 6 , a perspective view of a spindle assembly 52 of the

present disclosure, absent the cutter cone 32 and having a bearing assembly

in accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure is shown. In addition

to the ball bearings 62 which act in both a cone retention capacity to hold the



cutter cone on the bearing assembly, and as bearing means themselves, the

bearing assembly includes external journal pin sleeve 56' and external pilot

pin sleeve member 70', as well as external thrust bearing disc 86

circumscribing shoulder region 72. Each of these bearing members are made

of an appropriate metal material, and further comprise a plurality of PDC or

diamond bearing elements, such as journal pin bearings 76, pilot pin bearings

78, and thrust bearings 80. The bearing assembly may also include one or

more retaining members which circumscribe the appropriate region of the

spindle assembly and keep the sleeve members in position. The PDC or

diamond bearing elements 76, 78, and 80 are typically polished to a specific

luster and surface friction, and have an exposed friction surface. These

bearing elements are typically comprised of a PDC layer or external face

bound to a substrate, such as a W-C substrate or the like, which are attached

to the sleeve members 56', 70' and disc 86 using any appropriate attachment

means, including but not limited to brazing, welding, adhesives, welding,

pressing, shrink-fitting, and the like, alone or in combination. Further, while

the bearing elements in the figure are shown as generally rectangular or

circular in shape, it will be appreciated that they may be of any desired shape,

such as triangular and hexagonal, and that they may be oriented on the

sleeve (or disc) in an arranged, substantially symmetrical manner as

illustrated, or they may be oriented in random patterns and/or combinations of

shapes of bearing elements, so as to maximize bearing efficiency and bit life.

In FIG. 7 , a rear perspective view of an exemplary cutting cone assembly in

accordance with aspects of the present disclosure is shown, illustrating the

interior regions of the cone 32 and the bearing means mounted therein. In

particular, the cone 32 may include within its interior recesses one or more of

a first, outer, cylindrically-shaped bearing assembly 83 spaced below the ball

race 59 within the cutter; a second, cylindrically-shaped bearing assembly 89

spaced above the ball race and adjacent the cylindrical face 69 of cutter 32

which is shaped to fit the pilot pin assembly of spindle 52; and, a planar thrust

bearing assembly 85 spaced above the ball race 59 substantially

perpendicular to, and intermediate between, assemblies 83 and 89. Each of



these bearing assemblies 83, 85, and 89 further comprise a plurality of PDC

bearing elements mounted on or within sleeve assemblies using brazing or

other appropriate techniques. The bearing assemblies may be retained in

place within cone 32 using one or more flanges as appropriate, and similar to

those described with reference to FIG. 6 .

In operation, cone 32 rotates about the spindle assembly 52, while the bit

body 24 of bit 20 is rotated. Bearing sleeves 56', 70' and disc 86 will remain

stationary with the journal and pilot pins, and lubricant contained in the

bearing spaces is sealed by the dynamic interface between the interior faces

of the cutter cone 32 and the exterior bearing faces of the bearing assemblies.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the present disclosure, the

bearing assembly may be on just the spindle assembly, as shown generally in

FIG. 6 . Alternatively and equally acceptable, in accordance with certain

aspects of the disclosure, the bearing assembly used with a drill bit may be

just that bearing assembly similar to that shown generally in FIG. 7 , that is, a

bearing assembly within cutter cone 32, which mates with a standard spindle

assembly on the bit leg. Finally, and equally acceptable, earth boring drill bits

of the present disclosure may include both a bearing assembly of FIG. 6 on

the exterior of spindle 52, and a bearing assembly similar to that in FIG. 7 on

the interior region of the cutter cone 32, where the bearing means of both

components act together to provide stronger bearing means for the drill bit

with extended life and increased resistance to the mechanical stresses

typically encountered. In further accordance with this aspect of the

disclosure, the PDC-type bearing elements, e.g., 76 and 77, may be arranged

such that when cutter cone 32 is mounted on spindle assembly 52, the

bearing elements are in alignment with each other. Alternatively and equally

acceptable, all of the bearing elements may be out of alignment with each

other, or some may be in alignment and others may not. For example,

bearing elements 78 and 76 on spindle assembly 52 may be in alignment with

correspondingly shaped and spaced bearing elements 77 and 79 on the

interior of cutter cone 32, but thrust bearings 86 on the spindle may not be in



alignment with the corresponding shoulder bearing elements 8 1 on the interior

of cone 32.

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate a further bearing assembly arrangement in

accordance with aspects of the present disclosure. FIG. 8 illustrates an

exploded, isometric view of an exemplary, alternative bearing assembly

arrangement. FIG. 9 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a portion of a drill bit

leg assembly of FIG. 8 in an exemplary assembled configuration. These

figures will be described in conjunction with each other.

An isometric, exploded view of bearing assembly system 100 in accordance

with aspects of the instant disclosure is shown in FIG. 8 . The assembly

system 100 includes a roller cone leg 30, for use with a hybrid or other type of

drill bit which includes a roller cone assembly, a divorced, external bearing

assembly 140, and a rolling cutter 130. Roller cone leg 30 has, either formed

thereon or fixedly attached, a substantially cylindrical head pin 120 at the

distal, shirt-tail or head region 110 of the leg 30. Divorced, external bearing

assembly 140 allows for the use of PDC-type bearing surfaces to be used in

conjunction with rolling cones in earth-boring drill bits, but which can be

readily removed and replaced or refurbished upon wear, at less cost than that

associated with having to replace the entire cone leg and spindle region of the

leg. This bearing assembly also advantageously allows for customization of

the bearing means placement in response to the type of formation being

drilled, and the amount of thrust and drilling stresses anticipated to be placed

upon the roller cones on the drill bit.

The divorced, external bearing assembly 140 generally forms two portions—a

journal region 141 having a first diameter disposed at a base of the bearing

assembly, and a pilot pin region 145 having a second diameter less than that

of the diameter of journal region 141 adjacent the journal pin and extending

axially along the axis of rotation 47. A shoulder region 143 is established as a

result of the different diameters between the journal region 141 and the pilot

pin region 145. Intermediate between shoulder region 130 and journal region



141 is a groove, or race 147 machined into and circumscribing the nose of

region 141 suitable for holding appropriate cone retention means, including

ball bearings, retaining rings, and the like which are packed into the race 147

and which are capable of aiding in locking the cone 130 onto the drill bit's leg

via divorced assembly 140. External bearing assembly 140 also comprises

an internal, substantially cylindrical recess 125 formed within the axial center

of assembly 140, sized and shaped to receive head pin 120 therein. The

journal, pilot pin, and shoulder regions in combination support a rolling cutter

130 having a plurality of cutting elements 134, the rolling cutter being rotatably

disposed about the journal and pilot pin regions of bearing assembly 140.

Turning to FIG. 9 , a cross-sectional side-view of the exploded assembly

system 100 of FIG. 8 is illustrated, showing the inter-relation of all the

elements of the system. As shown therein, when assembled, the hybrid cone

cutter 130 is rotatively mounted on the external, divorced bearing assembly

140, which is in turn fixedly mounted on head pin 120 extending out of the

head region of the leg 110. In particular, the axial and cylindrical regions 122

and 124, respectively, of head pin are shaped and adapted so as to engage

the recess 125 within divorced bearing assembly 140. The bearing assembly

140 further includes a cylindrical face of journal region 141 , an axial face of

shoulder region 143, and a cylindrical face of pilot pin region 145, all of which

are adapted to oppose and engage the corresponding axial and cylindrical

faces formed in the annular, interior regions of cone 130. Intermediate

between these inter-engaging axial and cylindrical surfaces are one or more

bearing means, particularly journal bearing means 142, thrust bearing means

144, and/or pilot pin bearing means 146 circumscribing the exterior faces of

divorced bearing assembly 140. Suitable bearing means for use in

accordance with this aspect of the present disclosure includes flat, polished

bearings, sometimes called friction or plain bearings, which circumscribe the

exterior face of a region, roller bearings consisting of solid cylinders of metal

packed side-by-side and circumscribing cylindrical regions of the assembly

140, and polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bearing elements of varied

shape and thickness, such as shown in association with FIGs. 6-7, discussed



herein. While not shown in the figure, one or more retaining flanges may be

included in the assembly in order to retain the bearing means in place on the

exterior face of divorced bearing assembly 140.

As further illustrated in FIG. 9 , the bearing assembly's race 147 registers with

a similarly-shaped race 135 formed in cutter 130 for receiving retaining

means, such as ball bearings, a retaining ring, or the like to assist in holding

the cone 130 on the bearing assembly 140. The retaining means may also

function as a bearing structure in accordance with aspects of the present

disclosure. While not shown in the figures, it is envisioned that the interior

apex of cone 130 may optionally further include an annular recess for

receiving a thrust button on the axial end of assembly 140.

While not shown in the Figures, it is envisioned that the bearing assembly 140

of FIGS. 8 and 9 may also be manufactured such that at least the cylindrical

exterior regions 141 and 145 include a machined annular groove or slot in the

cylindrical regions, and that the assembly further includes a sleeve capable of

mating with the annular groove or slot in the exterior regions 141 and 145, the

sleeve being held in place either by way of a separate, annular retaining ring

or similar retaining means, or by welding the ends of the sleeve into the

groove or slot. This sleeve may be in one piece, or a plurality of sections,

such that the overall sleeve circumscribes the journal and pin regions 141 and

145. The sleeve may be made of any number of materials, providing that at

least the exterior-facing region of it comprises a substrate, such as any

number of carbides or the like, to which a plurality of hardened bearing

material such as nickel- or cobalt-based materials, diamond, or polished PDC

bearings as described above may be mounted or bonded to or in, using

brazing or the like. This plurality of bearing means on the sleeve cooperates

with surfaces or bearing surfaces opposite it associated with the interior of a

cutting cone so as to support and resist radial, longitudinal and/or thrust loads

acting on the cutter.



Other and further embodiments utilizing one or more aspects of the inventions

described above can be devised without departing from the spirit of

Applicant's invention. Further, the various methods and embodiments of the

bearing assemblies associated with earth boring drill bits as described herein

can be included in combination with each other to produce variations of the

disclosed methods and embodiments. Discussion of singular elements can

include plural elements and vice-versa.

The order of steps can occur in a variety of sequences unless otherwise

specifically limited. The various steps described herein can be combined with

other steps, interlineated with the stated steps, and/or split into multiple steps.

Similarly, elements have been described functionally and can be embodied as

separate components or can be combined into components having multiple

functions.

The inventions have been described in the context of preferred and other

embodiments and not every embodiment of the invention has been described.

Obvious modifications and alterations to the described embodiments are

available to those of ordinary skill in the art. The disclosed and undisclosed

embodiments are not intended to limit or restrict the scope or applicability of

the invention conceived of by the Applicants, but rather, in conformity with the

patent laws, Applicants intend to fully protect all such modifications and

improvements that come within the scope or range of equivalent of the

following claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS :

1. A drill bit, comprising:

a bit body having an axis, an axial center, and at least one fixed

blade extending in the axial direction downwardly from the bit

body;

at least one rolling cutter mounted to the bit body;

at least one rolling-cutter cutting element arranged on the rolling

cutter and radially spaced apart from the axial center;

a plurality of fixed cutting elements arranged on the fixed blades

and at least one of the fixed cutting elements is located near an

axial center of the bit body and adapted to cut formation at the

axial center; and

a bearing assembly comprising a plurality of PDC-faced bearing

elements.

2 . A hybrid drill bit for use in drilling through subterranean formations, the

hybrid drill bit comprising:

a shank disposed about a longitudinal centerline and adapted to

be coupled to a drilling string;

at least one fixed blade extending from the shank, the fixed

blade comprising at least one cutting element extending from a

surface of the fixed blade;

a bearing assembly comprising a plurality of PDC-faced bearing

elements; and

at least two rolling cutter legs extending downwardly from the

shank, the legs comprising a cantilevered bearing shaft

extending inwardly and downwardly and having an axis of

rotation, the spindle assembly comprising:

at least two rolling cutters mounted for rotation on the

bearing shaft, adapted to rotate about the axis of rotation

on the journal and pilot pin, the rolling cutters comprising



a plurality of cutting elements extending from an external

surface of the rolling cutter.

3 . The drill bit of claim 1 or claim 2 , wherein the bearing assembly is

externally divorced from the spindle assembly.

4 . A bearing assembly for use with a roller cone on an earth boring drill

bit, the bearing assembly comprising:

a substantially cylindrically-shaped bearing assembly having a

substantially cylindrical recess formed within the body of the

assembly and extending from the base of the bearing assembly

inwardly in an axial manner towards the nose region of the

assembly, and, a journal region, a pin region, a ball race, and a

thrust shoulder region intermediate between the journal region

and the pin region;

a first cylindrical surface region on the exterior of the journal

region, and a second cylindrical surface region on the exterior of

the pin region;

a plurality of PDC bearing elements mounted on the external

surface of the journal region, the pin region, and/or the thrust

shoulder region;

wherein the bearing assembly is externally divorced from

the spindle assembly of the drill bit, and

wherein the recess in the bearing assembly is shaped and sized

to receive a head pin extending from the spindle region of the

drill bit.

5 . An earth-boring bit comprising:

a bit body having a central axis and at least one fixed blade

extending axially from the bit body, the fixed blade having a

radially outermost gage surface;

a plurality of fixed-blade cutting elements extending from the



gage surface to substantially the central axis of the bit body, the

fixed-blade cutting elements being arranged to remove

formation at a center and sidewall of a borehole during drilling

operation;

at least one rolling cutter mounted for rotation on the bit body,

the rolling cutter including a plurality of rolling-cutter cutting

elements arranged on the cutter to remove formation between

the center and the sidewall of the borehole during drilling

operation; and

a bearing assembly as described herein.

6 . A drill bit that includes at least one roller cone, the drill bit comprising:

a main bit body with at least one downwardly extending leg, the

leg having at least one journal thereon, the journal having a

cylindrically-shaped main journal bearing surface which

comprises polycrystalline diamond;

a roller cone rotatively mounted on each journal, the roller cone

having a main roller cone bearing surface formed on the interior

of the cone which mates with the main journal bearing surface,

both of which comprise a plurality of polycrystalline diamond

bearing elements; and

means for maintaining the two bearing surfaces in a state of

compression against each other.
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